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Abstract: Communication between vehicles and their environment (i.e., vehicle-to-everything or V2X communication) in vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) has become of particular importance for smart cities. However, economic challenges, such as the cost incurred by data sharing (e.g., due to power consumption), hinder the integration of data sharing in open systems into smart city applications, such as dynamic environmental zones. Moving from open data sharing to open data trading can address the economic challenges and incentivize vehicle drivers to share their data. In this context, integrating distributed ledger technology (DLT) into open systems for data trading is promising for reducing the transaction cost of payments in data trading, avoiding dependencies on third parties, and guaranteeing openness. However, because the integration of DLT conflicts with the short available communication time between fast moving objects in VANETs, it remains unclear how open data trading in VANETs using DLT should be designed to be viable. In this work, we present a system design for data trading in VANETs using DLT. We measure the required communication time for data trading between a vehicle and a roadside unit in a real scenario and estimate the associated cost. Our results show that the proposed system design is technically feasible and economically viable.
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1. Introduction

Driven by the increasing automation and optimization of road traffic, the communication between vehicles and their surroundings (i.e., vehicle-to-everything or V2X communication) has become of special interest for designing smart cities. Integrating open V2X data sharing into traffic (software) applications (e.g., driver assistance) lays the foundation for future smart cities [1] that, for example, dynamically manage traffic flow under consideration of real-time traffic and air pollution data. To gather real-time data, vehicles can share on-board data (e.g., location information [2] or exhaust values [3]) with a roadside unit (RSU) when passing it. As an alternative or in addition to operating sensor networks, a smart city’s road traffic department can use the shared data to monitor traffic and to set up ad hoc environmental zones in urban regions where the pollution level exceeds a defined threshold [4]. In the following text, we will use the term X-Node when referring to RSUs and vehicles.

Despite the potentials for sharing data in open systems for smart cities (e.g., setting up ad hoc environmental zones based on vehicle emissions), unique economic and technical
challenges hinder the operation of viable open data sharing systems for X-Nodes. Economic challenges relate to the design of an incentive mechanism that should sufficiently motivate X-Node controllers (e.g., RSU owners or vehicle drivers) to share data related to their X-Node. To address this challenge, existing research recommends integrating a payment service into a data sharing system and switching from free data sharing to data trading in VANETs [5,6]. Payments for data should, at a minimum, cover X-Node operating costs for sharing data (e.g., electric power consumption and hardware costs) [7] and should further incentivize the participation of X-Node controllers in data trading (e.g., to compensate confidentiality concerns). Several studies estimate a reasonable price for data sets to be traded between X-Nodes at a few micro-cents [8,9]. The low value of data sets to be exchanged between X-Nodes is mostly below the transaction fees charged by most traditional payment services. For example, the minimum transaction fees using VISA payments often vary between 0.1€ and 0.21€ [10]. The high transaction fees render data trading in open systems via V2X communication uneconomical and, thus, hinder the use of open data trading [11,12].

To prevent dependence on third parties that can, for example, charge fees for data trading, and to allow any X-Node controller to participate in data trading, the data trading system should be designed to be decentralized and open. However, decentralization and openness in data trading cause economic challenges beyond financial sustainability. To achieve adoption of the data trading system, X-Node controllers must place trust in the appropriate and automated execution of data trades between X-Nodes. Therefore, X-Node controllers must trust the mechanisms (e.g., authentication mechanisms) by which their X-Node assesses the reliability of other X-Nodes with respect to their claims about data for sale. Despite valuable contributions regarding the design of services offering mechanisms that can increase the trust of individuals in digital systems (e.g., authentication services [13] or reputation services [14]), it remains unclear how such services can be integrated into open data trading systems that are constrained by unique technical challenges.

Technical challenges question the feasibility of open data trading systems using VANETs. In VANETs, X-Nodes communicate directly with X-Nodes in their immediate vicinity using wireless ad hoc networks, such as vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs). When driving, the distances between X-Nodes change, X-Nodes dynamically join new VANETs with X-Nodes in their current vicinity and leave VANETs with X-Nodes that leave their direct communication range. Therefore, the direct communication time between X-Nodes is limited. For example, two cars approaching each other at 50 km h\(^{-1}\) with a maximum communication range of 500 m only have 35 s for data trading in the VANET [15]. The limited communication time represents a special challenge for the integration of services (e.g., authentication, payment, or reputation services) required to address the economic challenges. It remains unclear how such services can be integrated into data trading systems while preserving the openness of the data trading system and still offering sufficient time for actual data transmission within the limited communication time.

To address the economic challenges, extant research (e.g., [9,16]) investigated the use of distributed ledger technology (DLT). DLT enables the operation of highly available, tamper-resistant distributed databases (i.e., distributed ledgers) that are operated by distributed storage and computing devices (i.e., DLT nodes) [17]. DLT was used, for example, to support payments at low charge (e.g., [18,19]), to achieve independence from trusted third parties (e.g., [20,21]), and to achieve a high degree of openness of the data trading system (e.g., [22]). Despite the beneficial characteristics of DLT for data trading systems (e.g., low or even no transaction fees for payments and a high degree of openness), existing studies (e.g., [23,24]) show that several DLT characteristics are at odds with the characteristics of direct wireless ad hoc communication. For example, the time required until a transaction can be considered confirmed on distributed ledgers often exceeds the time available for the direct communication between X-Nodes in VANETs [23]. It remains unclear to what extent DLT can be used to address the economic challenges in open data trading considering the limited time for direct communication in VANETs. To support
open data trading between X-Nodes in VANETs and clarify the potential of DLT to address prevalent economic and technical challenges, we ask the following research question:

RQ: How can an open data trading system be designed for smart cities?

To answer our research question, we developed a prototypical open data trading system based on VANETs and DLT. The data trading system comprises three main subsystems that involve a distributed ledger: an authentication system, a payment system, and a reputation management system. X-Nodes directly communicate with each other in VANETs to advertise and transmit data. We implemented and evaluated the designed data trading system in a real-world scenario regarding the cost of data trading and the consumed communication time to trade data between X-Nodes (see https://github.com/MarkusLue/When_data_fly accessed on 10 March 2021).

Our work contributes to research and practice as we show that low-value data trading is economically feasible under real-world conditions when using DLT and VANETs based on the IEEE 802.11p protocol. Our viability assessment reveals key factors (e.g., communication overhead) for the optimization of open data trading systems using DLT and VANETs. By identifying a lower boundary for data prices that enables economically sustainable data trading in VANETs, we support the development of business models related to open data trading of low-value data. Moreover, this work provides valuable insights regarding the trade-off between the available communication time for data trading and the use of additional services (i.e., payment or reputation management services) to incentivize X-Node controllers to share data in open systems for data trading.

This work is structured as follows. First, we introduce the foundations of VANETs and DLT. Second, we describe the design of the proposed open data trading system, its prototypical implementation, and discuss the security of the designed system. Third, we describe the experimental design to measure the required communication time for data trades between X-Nodes and to derive the required data trading cost. Fourth, we compare the proposed data trading system with existing research and highlight how we advance prior research. Fifth, we discuss our principal findings, explain the limitations of our work, and provide starting points for future research directions.

2. Background

2.1. Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks

VANETs are a type of wireless ad hoc network and are designed to connect mobile (e.g., vehicles) and stationary X-Nodes (e.g., RSUs). VANETs can cope with dynamic changes in their network topology (e.g., caused by changes in the position of mobile X-Nodes) and allow for the communication between X-Nodes in direct (single hop) and indirect (multiple hops) ways [25]. Each X-Node is connected to other X-Nodes in their communication range, which allows for loosely coupled mesh networks. To enable the communication between X-Nodes in VANETs independent of proprietary communication systems (e.g., base stations) [26], the wireless access in vehicular environment (WAVE) protocol stack has been developed [27]. The WAVE protocol stack comprises protocols and standards for the dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) that is optimized for use in automotive communication [25]. For DSRC protocols, the frequency range between 5.850 GHz to 5.925 GHz was reserved [28]. As one of the protocols defined in DSRC, the IEEE 802.11p protocol became one of the standards or the standard for V2X communication in many traffic applications [29] and is used by various automotive manufacturers (e.g., Toyota and Volkswagen [30]).

2.2. Distributed Ledger Technology

DLT enables the operation of highly available, append-only distributed databases (i.e., distributed ledgers) that are maintained by distributed storage and computing devices (i.e., DLT nodes) in an untrustworthy environment [17]. An untrustworthy environment is characterized by the arbitrary occurrence of crashes or fraudulent behavior of DLT nodes (e.g., issuing incorrect information). The participation in a distributed ledger can be
restricted to only defined DLT nodes (private distributed ledgers) or unrestricted (public distributed ledger). From the set of participating DLT nodes, either all (permissionless distributed ledger) or only defined (permissioned distributed ledger) DLT nodes are authorized to commit new transactions to the ledger [17]. To achieve consistency among all DLT nodes, distributed ledgers use a consensus mechanism (e.g., the Nakamoto consensus).

IOTA is an open-source DLT protocol using a nonlinear directed acyclic graph to store data in the **IOTA Tangle** [31]. The IOTA Tangle is designed for applications in the Internet of things [32], offers high transaction throughput, and charges no transaction fees. In the IOTA network, a transaction contains an address. IOTA addresses are generated from a randomly chosen seed that can be used like a password to access, spend, and receive tokens. The seed can be used to create private keys and transaction addresses. Using private keys, transaction issuers can prove to IOTA nodes that they own a certain address or the corresponding IOTA tokens and transfer them from one address to another.

DLT nodes in the IOTA network, **IOTA nodes**, append new transactions to their local ledger without immediate synchronization with other nodes [31]. Before an IOTA node appends a new transaction, it validates the transaction considering two criteria: First, the transaction issuer must have validated two transactions that were already stored on the ledger; second, the transaction issuer must find a valid nonce before issuing transactions. To find a valid nonce, the transaction issuer concatenates the transaction with randomly chosen nonces and calculates the hash value for the concatenation using the Curl-P81 hash function. For a nonce to be valid, the number of zeros with which the resulting hash value ends must match the number of zeros defined by the IOTA protocol [33]. Otherwise, the transaction issuer must repeat this procedure with another nonce until a valid nonce is found. The process of finding a valid nonce is considered proof-of-work (PoW). We regard the process of creating and testing a nonce as **PoW operation**.

### 2.3. Open Data Trading with Distributed Ledger Technology

To move data sharing to data trading and increase the trust of X-Node controllers in data trading in open systems with unknown trading parties, open systems for data trading should offer a **decentralized identity management**, **reputation management**, and **payments** [18]. Among several applications of DLT (e.g., managing pollution data collection [34]), these three services can be provided in a decentralized manner using DLT.

**Decentralized identity management** concerns the creation, modification, and assignment of digital identity representations of subjects (e.g., devices or humans; referred to as DID subjects) with no need for a central certificate authority [35]. Thereby, decentralized identity management addresses the drawbacks of traditional centralized public key infrastructures (PKIs), in which a central certification authority is a single point of failure that can issue forged certificates or even cause a denial of service of the overall system in the event of a server failure.

Decentralized identity management systems use decentralized document identifiers (DIDs) pointing to a DID document that includes personal information of (e.g., the name or role) or services offered by a DID subject [36]. DID documents associated with DID subjects are managed by DID controllers (e.g., human users) [37]. To authenticate themselves as the legitimate owner of a DID subject, DID controllers include authentication data (e.g., public keys) in the DID document.

The DID document is only managed by the DID controller and could include invalid information (e.g., the DID subject’s identity may be invalid). To suggest the validity of DID documents, users that interacted with a DID subject can issue verifiable claims that consist of a claim and an attestation. The claim is a statement about the validity of information included in the DID document. The attestation includes meta data (e.g., the name of the claim issuer, validity period, and signature scheme) and the digital signature of the attestator to verify the claim [38]. On the basis of the aggregation of all verifiable claims, the validity of a DID document and the authenticity of an identity can be assumed.
Reputation management is concerned with suggesting the reliability of an identity regarding the provision of a service based on previous experiences with the service [39]. In open data trading, reputation management can prevent the spread of malicious data and stimulate collaboration among X-Nodes by collecting, distributing, and aggregating feedback about X-Node quality of service [40]. The concept of verifiable claims applied in decentralized identity management systems also applies to reputation models based on ratings (e.g., five-star ratings). For instance, after two X-Nodes trade data, both can rate each other by attaching verifiable claims to the corresponding DID. These verifiable claims assist other X-Nodes in deciding for or against data trading with a certain X-Node [41].

Payments via a distributed ledger concern the transfer of ownership of tokens that digitally represent assets (e.g., fiat money) with no need for a central authority [42]. Because of the usually low transaction throughput in distributed ledgers, payment channels were developed [43]. Payment channels can reduce the number of required interactions with a distributed ledger by aggregating multiple transactions into a set (e.g., a bundle in IOTA). Instead of individually sending transactions to the DLT network, only the set of transactions is sent and attached to the distributed ledger.

When using payment channels, payment channel participants face the Buyer and Seller’s dilemma [44] because the transmission of data sets and corresponding payments cannot occur simultaneously (i.e., the service is paid before or after usage). The buyer can use the seller’s data but leaves without paying for it, or the seller accepts the buyer’s payment without sending the data. To solve the Buyer and Seller’s dilemma, payment channels require the seller (e.g., data provider) and the buyer (e.g., data consumer) to deposit a sufficiently high collateral in the form of tokens on a shared, multi-signature address on the distributed ledger. The collateral must be at least as high as the price of the data and must be deposited by both X-Nodes. If the collateral were less than the price, the buyer would have no monetary incentive to finalize the data trade. The multi-signature address allows the channel participants (i.e., the service seller and buyer) to only transfer tokens from the multi-signature address after all channel participants have signed the respective bundle of transactions. For each transaction in which the service buyer sends tokens to the seller, the seller creates a separate transaction to transfer the same number of tokens from its tokens previously deposited on the multi-signature address to their own address. Moving tokens from a shared deposit motivates the channel participants to appropriately provide a requested service, while assuring adequate payments (e.g., payments per meter driven with a rental car [45]). Next, the channel participants exchange an arbitrary number of transaction bundles over a payment channel external to the distributed ledger. The bundle is digitally signed by all channel participants and must be valid to transfer tokens from the shared multi-signature address. After each payment, all channel participants update their version of the valid bundle. Each channel participant can close the payment channel at any time by sending the bundle of valid transactions to the distributed ledger. Channel participants have an interest in sending only bundles of valid transactions that do not leave unspent tokens on their shared multi-signature address, because tokens that remain on the shared multi-signature address are not automatically transferred back to the addresses of the individual channel participants [46].

3. Design and Implementation of the Open Data Trading System
3.1. System Model
3.1.1. System Components

The data trading system that we propose and analyze in this work comprises X-Nodes (i.e., RSUs and vehicles) and a distributed ledger (see Figure 1). X-Nodes can take two principal nodes: data provider or data consumer. X-Nodes acting as a data provider offer data (e.g., their current fuel consumption [47] or CO₂ emissions [48]) for data trades to other X-Nodes. If an X-Node accepts an offer by a data provider, that X-Node takes the role of a data consumer. X-Nodes communicate with each other for data trading in VANETs via DSRC.
For data trading, X-Nodes use three services that are available on a distributed ledger: authentication service, reputation management service, and payment service. The authentication service enables X-Nodes to verify the identity of their data trading partner (i.e., data provider or data consumer). The reputation management system allows X-Nodes to assume the reliability of a potential data trading partner based on prior ratings and to rate data trading partners. The payment service allows X-Nodes to make micropayments for received data.

To use these services, X-Nodes interact with the distributed ledger via long-range communication. For long-range communication, stationary X-Nodes (e.g., RSUs) use a stationary wireless network (e.g., WiFi) and mobile X-Nodes use a mobile one (e.g., cellular network). Stationary wireless networks offer high data rates and low network usage cost. Nevertheless, stationary wireless networks can only be used at fixed positions and have a limited communication range, which is why they do not guarantee permanent connectivity to mobile X-Nodes. Mobile wireless networks aim at the provision of full network coverage and permanent connectivity of devices with the internet. Yet, compared to stationary wireless networks, their data rate is lower, their network usage costs are higher, and their network capacity can be exceeded, resulting in a longer data transmission time [49].

As a distributed ledger, we chose the IOTA Tangle (see Section 2.2) to offer high scalability and transaction throughput, to support micropayments at no charge (i.e., no transactions fees), and to achieve openness of the data trading system so that every X-Node can arbitrarily join and leave the IOTA network. In addition, the IOTA protocol supports reducing operational cost for data trading by allowing for lightweight PoW operations compared to other public-permissionless distributed ledgers.

![Figure 1. Schematic overview of the data trading system. For better readability, we have omitted the communication with the distributed ledger for the creation of the multi-signature address in the exchange phase.](image)

### 3.1.2. Data Trading Sessions

Data trading sessions refer to the actions involved in allowing X-Nodes to trade data. After the initial advertisement phase, each data trading session comprises a sequence of three phases: the purchase decision phase, exchange phase, and rating phase. In the purchase decision phase, X-Nodes first authenticate the identity of the X-Node with which they consider a data trade. If the authentication is successful, the X-Nodes decide whether to exchange data and become data trading partners based on the reputation of the other X-Nodes. If both X-Nodes decide to trade data, the X-Nodes start the exchange phase by opening a payment channel. After the traded data and payment exchange, an X-Node closes the payment
channel, and both X-Nodes can submit a rating of the other X-Node to the reputation management system on the distributed ledger in the rating phase.

**Advertisement phase.** To start a data trading session, X-Nodes inform other X-Nodes about the data they offer for data trading in the advertisement phase. For this purpose, the data provider creates a data trading offer, digitally signs the offer, puts the offer and the digital signature into an advertisement message, and periodically broadcasts (single hop) the advertisement message to X-Nodes in their VANET. The offer contains information about the identity of the data provider (i.e., its public key and DID document), the offered data set (e.g., vehicle type or emission standard), and the price of the offered data set. Any X-Node passing through the data provider’s transmission range can set up a VANET with the data provider to receive its advertisement message (see Figure 1) and check whether the offer meets its individual criteria (e.g., type of data, price, or reputation score). If an offer suits the data consumer’s criteria, the data consumer can start a data trading session.

**Purchase decision phase.** To authenticate the data provider’s identity, the data consumer uses the data provider’s public key received in the advertisement message. Using the public key, the data consumer fetches verifiable claims associated with the data provider’s identity address from the IOTA Tangle (see Section 2.3). An identity address represents a DID and is generated by hashing the concatenation of the X-Node’s public key and identity claim (e.g., vehicle type) included in the X-Node’s DID document. To reduce the time and cost for downloading verifiable claims from the IOTA Tangle, data consumers only download verifiable claims issued by known X-Nodes. An X-Node is considered known if it attached verifiable claims to the data consumer’s and data provider’s identity address [50].

Newly created X-Node identities start with the lowest assumed reliability because no verifiable claims are attached to these identity addresses. To counter this cold start issue, X-Node controllers can bootstrap the reliability of their X-Node’s identity information by using verifiable claims issued by trusted third parties or public institutions (e.g., vehicle manufacturers or a department of motor vehicles).

In addition to verifiable claims related to the identity of the data provider, the data consumer retrieves verifiable claims related to the data provider’s previous data trades from the IOTA Tangle to assess its reputation (see Section 3.1.2). Verifiable claims are stored on the IOTA reputation addresses of an X-Node. Similar to the identity addresses, a reputation address represents a DID document that is generated by hashing the concatenation of the X-Node’s public key and reputation-related DID document. X-Nodes can issue verifiable claims to their data trading partners’ reputation addresses to rate data trades.

If the data provider’s identity can be authenticated and its reputation satisfies the requirements of the data consumer (e.g., ratings from known X-Nodes exceed a threshold), the data consumer generates an advertisement reply message including the data consumer’s public key and a counteroffer (e.g., for price negotiation) or a confirmation of the trading conditions. The data consumer encrypts and signs the advertisement reply message using the data provider’s public key and broadcasts the advertisement reply message in the VANET, including its submission timestamps and random data to prevent replay attacks. After the data provider receives the reply message, the data provider authenticates the data consumer and assesses its reputation following the described procedure.

**Exchange phase** In the exchange phase, the proposed data trading system uses payment channels (see Section 2.3) comprising three sub-phases: the open payment channel, data trade, and the close payment channel. The open payment channel sub-phase starts for both X-Nodes with the calculation and exchange of an advanced encryption standard (AES) key fragment to create a shared secret (i.e., session key). The session key is built by adding both AES key fragments to a single AES session key. The AES key fragments are encrypted using the trading partner’s public key to prevent other X-Nodes from reading the session key and then broadcasted to the VANET. Using the session key, the X-Nodes encrypt all subsequent network messages in the VANET related to the data trade. We chose symmetric encryption
for most of the messages because of its better performance compared to asymmetric encryption [51]. Next, the data provider and consumer open a payment channel.

In the data trade sub-phase, the data consumer and data provider exchange payments and the actual data sets (see Section 3.2). For each payment, the data consumer creates a new bundle, puts transactions in the bundle to pay for the first data set, and digitally signs the bundle. Subsequently, the data consumer puts the bundle and its signature into a payment message, encrypts the message using the session key, and broadcasts the message in the VANET. The data provider decrypts the payment message, verifies the correctness of the bundle hash using the transaction data included in the bundle, signs the bundle, and locally stores the bundle. Next, the data provider puts the signature of the bundle hash (that is now valid for transferring tokens from the multi-signature address) and the just-paid data set into a new payment message, encrypts the payment message, and broadcasts the payment message in the VANET. The X-Nodes repeat this procedure until the data transfer is completed or the X-Nodes are no longer connected to each other.

In the close payment channel sub-phase, the X-Nodes finish the data trade. First, both X-Nodes verify that their collateral has been successfully transferred to their shared multi-signature address (i.e., have been confirmed by the IOTA network). After the X-Nodes receive the confirmation, the two X-Nodes can independently send their valid bundles to the IOTA Tangle at any time to close the payment channel and enforce the payments. This way, the data provider can still receive payments for transferred data sets in case the connection between data consumer and data provider breaks down and not all data sets can be exchanged. Unlike the previous two sub-phases, the close payment channel phase does not require DSRC between the X-Nodes.

Rating phase. After the exchange phase, the data consumer and provider can rate their data trading partner by attesting reputation-related verifiable claims stored on the IOTA Tangle, for example, to express that the traded data complies with the data offer from the advertisement message. For the rating, an X-Node sends an IOTA transaction that includes a verifiable claim to the reputation address of its corresponding trading partner. Each verifiable claim contains a numeric rating score between zero and five to disagree (zero) or agree (five) with the statements in the respective data trading partner’s DID document. The reputation of an X-Node results from the aggregation of rating scores included in verifiable claims attested by known X-Nodes.

3.2. Prototypical Implementation

We implemented the data trading system using one mobile (i.e., a car) and one stationary (i.e., RSU) X-Node. The car is equipped with an on-board unit to extract vehicle parameters (e.g., speed, fuel consumption [47], or CO₂ emissions [48]) and a GPS module. All X-Nodes are equipped with computing units (i.e., a Raspberry Pi 4B) and communication modules for wireless DSRC and long-range communication. For long-range communication, we attached an LTE/UMTS module to the car and connected the RSU to a conventional WiFi router (Speedport Smart 3). Using the open-source experimentation and prototyping platform OpenC2X [52], we configured two WiFi routers (TP-Link WDR 3600 [53]) for the X-Nodes communication via DSRC standards. We equipped each X-Node with one router for the communication in VANETs over IEEE 802.11p [54]. Compared to other short-range wireless communication protocols (e.g., Bluetooth or ZigBee), the IEEE 802.11p protocol transmits data faster [55], does not rely on fixed access points (i.e., cellular base stations) [56], and uses a frequency spectrum (ITS-G5) at no charge, reducing the transmission cost (e.g., no additional service provider cost) [57]. OpenC2X does not support the full intelligent transportation system (ITS) protocol stack. For instance, the basic transport protocol (BTP) facilities found in ETSI EN 302 636-5-1 [58] for sending messages between X-Nodes is not supported by OpenC2X. Thus, we customized cooperative awareness messages (CAMs) to transmit data (single hop) between X-Nodes in VANETs [59]. We used the CAM header and payload of the standard CAM structure to transmit customized messages (e.g., payment messages). Unfortunately, the maximum
payload (1.300 B [60]) of a single CAM is too small to transmit a single IOTA transaction (1.590 B [61]). Therefore, we split all messages (e.g., the payment message) that contain IOTA transactions into several message fragments before their transmission. We attached a multi-part attribute to each transmitted message fragment to express the total number of CAMs required to transmit the full message and the individual number of the message fragment. This way, the CAM receiver can check if all message fragments have been successfully received to assemble the message.

For the communication with the IOTA Tangle, we used the IOTA node software *Hornet* v0.5.6, client library in Java v1.0.0-beta7, and IOTA Comnet with MWM 14 to have the same difficulty for the nonce calculation as the current IOTA Mainnet. PoW operations (see Section 2.2) are usually time-consuming on general purpose CPUs, which is crucial in open data trading because of the limited communication time. Field programmable gate array (FPGA) boards can decrease the required time of PoW operations by a factor of 300 compared to that of the single core processors of a Raspberry Pi 3B [62] by parallelizing PoW operations. Consistent with prior work [62], we used a Zynq Z-7020 FPGA board [63] to expedite the finding of a valid nonce at a minimal magnitude weight of 14 to 400 ms on average. In our prototypical implementation, the car operated the FPGA board and the RSU outsourced its PoW operations in the *open payment channel* sub-phase to the car. In the *close payment channel* sub-phase, only the car sent the final IOTA transactions to the IOTA network.

For the authentication and reputation system, we used two separate IOTA addresses (i.e., identity and reputation addresses) as DIDs. Information about the X-Node’s identity and previous data trades are stored unencrypted and publicly accessible on the identity address and reputation address (see Section 3.1). To confirm an X-Node’s identity or reputation, X-Nodes send verifiable claims to the corresponding address (i.e., the identity or reputation address) of its data trading partner (see Section 3.1.2). As verifiable claims, we use IOTA transactions with a JSON object, including the public key of the attesting X-Node, its digital signature, and its actual identity confirmation or rating score regarding the data trade. Additionally, each verifiable claim is tagged with the hashed and condensed public key of the attestator to support other X-Nodes in faster filtering verifiable claims from known X-Nodes by only downloading verifiable claims associated with public keys of known X-Nodes.

3.3. Security of the Data Trading System

3.3.1. Network Security

To discuss the security of the proposed data trading system from the network perspective, we apply the Dolev-Yao adversary model [64]. The Dolev-Yao adversary model comprises an insecure communication channel between two parties (e.g., X-Nodes) and an adversary as an active saboteur. In the Dolev-Yao model, the adversary has six principal capabilities for handling messages [65]: *eavesdropping*, *forging*, *replaying*, *delaying and rushing*, *reordering*, and *deleting*. In the following section, we adopt the descriptions for the capabilities of the adversary provided by Walker [65].

**Eavesdropping:** An adversary can listen to any message transmitted in the network.

In VANETs, messages are broadcast, and all X-Nodes receive all messages. Among these messages, only the advertisement messages are readable for all X-Nodes in the VANET. All other messages are encrypted using the corresponding X-Node’s public key or the generated AES key. An adversary can read these messages only by breaking the applied cryptographic mechanism. The effort and cost (e.g., in computational resources) of breaking the cryptographic mechanism will exceed the actual data value. Therefore, an adversary is unlikely to use data from broadcasted messages without paying for them.

Using hypertext transfer protocol secure (HTTPS), the data trading system hinders an adversary in reading the data of messages sent over long-range communication. Nonetheless, while an adversary can conduct traffic analyses (e.g., to infer the type of request to the IOTA node), an adversary cannot read the data. In the proposed data trading system,
the requests from an X-Node to the IOTA node in the rating phase enable the IOTA node to deduct the public key used by the X-Node. If the same IOTA node is used by a single X-Node for all requests (e.g., moving IOTA tokens in the exchange phase), an adversary controlling the IOTA node can connect the public key with payment information.

**Forging:** An adversary can create and inject new messages into a data stream and change messages during a transmission.

All messages, except advertisement messages that are transmitted between X-Nodes via DSRC, are either digitally signed and encrypted using RSA (1024-bit key length, private key generated with PKCS#1, public key generated with X.509) or only encrypted using AES (128-bit key length in operating mode CBC and with PKCS5 padding). If an adversary forges a message without knowing the keys to encrypt or sign the message, the message decryption will fail, or the digital signature of the adverse message will not be valid. Hence, X-Nodes can detect forged messages by verifying the message's digital signature or encryption. Forged messages will be ignored by the X-Node.

For long-range communication, an adversary cannot forge messages because of the use of HTTPS and the digital signature scheme inherent to the IOTA protocol, except via the IOTA node if it is compromised. If the IOTA node itself is compromised, an adversary can decide to not implement the X-Nodes’ requests and return forged messages. In the purchase decision phase, forged replies by an IOTA node can be exposed by the X-Nodes (e.g., through compromised signatures). In other phases (e.g., the exchange phase), forged replies will only be exposed by the X-Nodes if the X-Nodes compare the replies of additional IOTA nodes with the forged replies. A simple approach is a quorum, in which multiple IOTA nodes are queried, and the replies given by most IOTA nodes are used by the X-Nodes for the next steps. An adversary will face high costs in operating a sufficient number of IOTA nodes that forge replies and gain a majority in a quorum. The costs of operating that many IOTA nodes will exceed the gains generated by the data trade. Consequently, it is unlikely that an adversary will forge messages by controlling a sufficient number of IOTA nodes.

**Replaying:** An adversary can resend valid messages (e.g., advertisement messages or payment messages) that have been sent earlier.

An adversary can record a data trading session of an X-Node and replay the X-Node’s messages with valid signatures. To make replayed messages detectable for X-Nodes, our protocol uses sequence numbers. Additionally, the messages that are asymmetrically encrypted contain a timestamp combined with a random text. Thus, X-Nodes can identify replayed messages and ignore them.

In long-range communication, replayed messages to and from an IOTA node do not affect the data trade between X-Nodes. Replaying an X-Node’s request to IOTA nodes will cause repeated responses of publicly visible data. In the exchange phase, replayed transactions will be invalid. In our system design, all transaction bundles either completely drain the funds of an input address or partially drain the input address and send the tokens remaining on the multi-signature address back to the input address (e.g., in cases where preliminary bundles are generated and collateral should remain on the multi-signature address). Therefore, replayed IOTA transactions will be invalid because the necessary number of tokens is no longer available on the input address. An adversary could top up the input address with its own tokens but would thereby only waste those tokens. Replaying ratings causes redundant verifiable claims to be assigned to an X-Node’s reputation address. Redundant verifiable claims have identical transaction hash values and can be detected by the X-Nodes. Every X-Node that calculates the reputation of an X-Node can ignore redundant verifiable claims. Thus, replay attacks are either detected and ignored by X-Nodes or considered invalid by the IOTA protocol, which is why our system is not vulnerable to replay attacks.

**Delaying and rushing:** An adversary can delay or accelerate the delivery of messages.

Because of the direct communication between X-Nodes in VANETs, the data provider and data consumer can only delay or rush their own messages. Delaying messages
reduces the available communication time for subsequent message transmissions and, thus, decreases the number of tradable data sets and the number of tokens earned by the data provider. Moreover, delaying messages increases the risk of not receiving the full data set within the limited communication time for the data consumer. Consequently, X-Nodes have no incentive to delay or rush messages in VANETs.

Delaying requests of X-Nodes to the IOTA network in the purchase decision phase shortens the available time for the communication in the VANET and, thus, hinders the successful data trade between X-Nodes. Rushing requests to the IOTA Tangle increases the available communication time for data trading in the VANET because it accelerates the data exchange with the IOTA network in the purchase decision phase. Other requests to the IOTA network (e.g., to send bundles) are not time critical, and delaying these messages does not affect the security of the data trading system.

**Reordering:** An adversary can change the delivery order of messages.

An adversary cannot change the delivery order of messages in VANETs because X-Nodes directly communicate with each other.

For long-range communication, an adversary can aim to change the order of entire requests to the IOTA network or reorder data packages related to a single request to the IOTA node. In the first case, X-Nodes repeatedly send requests to the IOTA node if the request has not been successfully answered. In the second case, HTTPS, transport layer security (TLS), and transmission control protocol (TCP) mitigate the effect of reordered packages in long-range communication. TCP handles data packages that arrive at their destination out of order [66]. Consequently, an adversary cannot disrupt the long-distance connection between X-Nodes and the IOTA nodes.

**Deleting:** An adversary can drop messages in a data stream.

An adversary dropping messages in VANETs has no effect on the data trading system because the data consumer and data provider communicate directly.

For long-range communication between X-Nodes and the IOTA node, an adversary can aim to drop messages in the communication between the X-Nodes and the IOTA network (e.g., by compromising the local routing or the internet service provider) or block requests from X-Nodes by compromised IOTA nodes. In both cases, X-Nodes repeat their request to the IOTA network when not receiving a response within a defined time span. Thereby, the available communication time for data trading decreases, which reduces the number of traded data sets between X-Nodes.

3.3.2. Concept Security

In this section, we discuss the security of the open data trading system focusing on the application concept. We assume that an adversary cannot influence the used networks (see Section 3.3.1) but can only use the regular functionality offered by the data trading system (e.g., identity creation and rating) and view publicly accessible data stored on the IOTA Tangle. We do not refer to cyber-physical attacks (e.g., construction of physical barriers or radio jamming to hinder messages in VANETs).

For the concept security analysis, we assume that X-Nodes behave honestly regarding the creation and issuance of verifiable claims for ratings. For example, an X-Node does not give its data trading partner a negative rating if the data trading was satisfactory.

**Aborting:** An adversary stops transmitting data or making payments even before the data trade is completed.

In the exchange phase, adverse data providers or consumers can abort the transmission of data or payments. In case not all data were traded, tokens of the data consumer and provider remain on the shared multi-signature address (see Section 2.3). Using payment channels, all exchanged data fragments are directly payed. Because of the risk of losing tokens locked on the shared multi-signature address, data providers and consumers are unlikely to abort data trades voluntarily.

**Bad or good mouthing:** An adversary repeatedly rates another X-Node to lower or increase its reputation.
To give an X-Node negative (bad mouth) or positive ratings (good mouth), an adversary must know the targeted X-Node’s public key. The adversary can only extract public keys of X-Nodes from verifiable claims or advertisement messages. Verifiable claims are publicly accessible on the IOTA Tangle and the public keys of the issuers of verifiable claims can be deducted. Nonetheless, public keys can be hardly associated with a specific X-Node because of the large number of keys. In the reputation assessment, X-Nodes only consider verifiable claims issued by known X-Nodes. Thus, an adversary must first establish a relationship (e.g., successful data trade) with numerous other X-Nodes so that these X-Nodes consider the fraudulent verifiable claim. Moreover, only the last sent verifiable claim of each known X-Node is considered for the calculation of an X-Node’s reputation. Therefore, an adversary cannot disproportionally influence an X-Node’s rating when issuing multiple verifiable claims from the same IOTA account.

**Behavior inferring:** An adversary can survey publicly available data to infer X-Node controller behavior.

To infer X-Node controller behaviors in the data trading system, an adversary can use two types of publicly accessible data stored on the IOTA Tangle: payment-related data and reputation-related data. Payment-related data (i.e., the IOTA transactions that transfer tokens) disclose information regarding the time and date when an IOTA transaction was issued. By analyzing IOTA transactions associated with the shared multi-signature address, an adversary can draw conclusions on data trades between X-Nodes. An adversary cannot link payment information with X-Node identities or ratings because public keys of X-Nodes are not revealed by payments.

By analyzing verifiable claims, an adversary can retrieve the public keys of X-Nodes. Each IOTA transaction that includes a verifiable claim contains the public key of the X-Node that issued the verifiable claim, the rating score, and a digital signature. An adversary cannot extract the public key of the X-Node from its reputation address because reputation addresses are generated by hashing public keys and reputation claims. Therefore, adversaries cannot infer mutual ratings of X-Nodes and corresponding past data trades between X-Nodes.

**Fake claim issuing:** An adversary initiates the issuance of verifiable claims from multiple identities to manipulate an X-Node’s reputation.

In the presented data trading system, only ratings from known X-Nodes are considered to determine X-Node reputations and identities (see Section 3.1.2). Newly created identities start with the lowest reliability in the IOTA network because they are unknown to other X-Node controllers. Thus, an adversary cannot succeed in manipulating an X-Node’s reputation using verifiable claims from newly created identities because those claims will not be considered by other X-Node controllers.

**Reselling:** An attacker resells data after buying it.

The presented data trading system does not protect data from being resold.

### 4. Viability Assessment of the Open Data Trading System

For the viability assessment, we focused on the available communication time and cost caused by the energy consumption and communication cost (e.g., for communication over 3G). For the assessment, we used the prototypical implementation of the data trading system in a real-world scenario to measure the communication time required for data trading and to estimate the incurred cost (e.g., for using the cellular wireless network and for electric power consumption). In the scenario (see Figure 2), there were two X-Nodes: an RSU as the data consumer and a car as the data provider. We installed the RSU near a road at a fixed position. The car was travelling at a constant speed of 30 km h⁻¹.

Both X-Nodes broadcasted advertisement messages at an interval of 0.1 s in their VANETs. In the purchase decision phase, both X-Nodes downloaded 10 identity-related verifiable claims from the identity address and 37 reputation-related verifiable claims from the reputation address of their data trading partner. The X-Nodes traded three data sets, each 300 B in size. In the exchange phase, the vehicle computed all PoW operations required
for IOTA transactions. In the rating phase, both X-Nodes performed PoW operations to issue transactions to the IOTA Tangle.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** The scenario setup for the viability assessment including the car (a), the road driven with the car during the viability assessment (b), and the RSU mounted along the road (c).

We performed 42 repetitions of full data trading sessions and achieved confidence interval widths of approximately 1 s for both X-Nodes (confidence intervals at the 95% confidence level: 13.72 s to 14.78 s for the car and 14.24 s to 15.28 s for the RSU) regarding the available DSRC time. A slight increase in the sample size of 42 measurements would not have had a significant effect on the confidence interval widths of the communication time.

4.1. Communication Time

We started measuring the communication time when one X-Node received the advertisement message from another X-Node. We stopped the measurement after both X-Nodes submitted their ratings to the IOTA network. During the viability assessment, we logged the communication times for all data trading phases (i.e., the purchase decision phase, exchange phase and its sub-phases) and the rating phase; see Figure 3). In the purchase decision phase, the measurements of the communication times started after both X-Nodes received the advertisement message and ended after both X-Nodes authenticated their respective data trading partner’s identity and locally calculated its reputation. The required median time to download and authenticate verifiable claims associated with the identity and reputation addresses was 1.6 s for the car and 2.8 s for the RSU (see Figure 3). The median time differences are related to different message success rates that are caused by the degradation of the DSRC distance between X-Nodes (see Table 1). Our measurements show that message transmission losses in DSRC increase with the distance between X-Nodes (see Table 1). We determined the maximum DSRC distance of 140 m by measuring at what distance the moving car could repeatedly communicate with the RSU. The degradation of DSRC at long distances is not equal for both X-Nodes. The RSU successfully received more messages than the car (see Table 1). Different message success rates can relate to signal attenuation. For instance, different alignments of the used antennas for the DSRC between X-Nodes can lead to different radiation patterns and varying message success rates [67]. In addition, the presence of other signal obstructing vehicles that come in between X-Nodes affect the measured message success rate [68,69].

We individually measured all three sub-phases (i.e., open payment channel, data trade, and close payment channel) in the exchange phase. We started the measurements for the open payment channel sub-phase directly after the purchase decision phase and stopped them after the car submitted its bundle to the IOTA network. We calculated a median time for the open payment channel sub-phase of 6.9 s for the car and 6.2 s for the RSU (see Figure 3). The mean times differ primarily because only the car used an FPGA board to accelerate the PoW operations. The RSU did not perform PoW operations in this phase. The median time in the open payment channel sub-phase (see Figure 3) is the highest of all (sub-)phases. The open payment channel sub-phase is time-consuming, primarily because of the PoW
operations and a high number of CAMs exchanged to outsource PoW operations from the RSU to the vehicle.

Table 1. Average success rate of DSRC messages exchanged between X-Nodes for different data trading phases. No DSRC messages are exchanged between X-Nodes during the rating phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Advertisement</th>
<th>Purchase Decision</th>
<th>Exchange</th>
<th></th>
<th>Close Payment Channel</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sent by car to RSU</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>76.4%</td>
<td>93.9%</td>
<td>95.7%</td>
<td>97.3%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sent by RSU to car</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>52.8%</td>
<td>80.1%</td>
<td>89.7%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Communication times for all data trading phases, measured in 42 data trading sessions between a moving and stationary X-Node.

For the data trade sub-phase, we started the measurements after the open payment channel sub-phase and ended after all data sets were traded. The median time to trade three data sets between the X-Nodes was 4.9 s for the car to 5.1 s for the RSU. The time for the data trade sub-phase strongly depends on the number of payment messages that are exchanged to transfer and pay data. Because of the small payload size of CAM, which limits the transmittable amount of data per message (see Section 3.2), nine CAMs had to be exchanged between X-Nodes to trade a single data set. If a single CAM is not successfully delivered (e.g., because of signal interference), the corresponding payment message is incomplete. To resend missing CAMs, additional communication time is needed.

For the close payment channel sub-phase, we started the measurements after the final bundle was exchanged between the X-Nodes and ended after the submission of the bundle to the IOTA network. Completing this sub-phase required a median time of 3.7 s for the car and 0.1 s for the RSU. This time difference exists because only the car closes the payment channel.

We started the measurements for the rating phase after the close payment channel sub-phase was completed. We measured a median communication time to perform PoW operations and to submit ratings to the IOTA Tangle of 1.8 s for the car and 1.9 s for the RSU. For the rating, both X-Nodes execute IOTA transactions using their Raspberry Pi,
which is why the measured median times between X-Nodes do not differ significantly from each other. Accelerated PoW operations are not used during this phase, because data trade ratings can be submitted at any time to the IOTA network independent of time constraints by X-Nodes.

Considering the measured DSRC distance of 140 m (see Figure 2) and the car’s speed of 30 km h$^{-1}$, the available DSRC time in a VANET is approximately 16.5 s. Our viability assessment shows that the data trading sub-phases (i.e., purchase decision, open payment channel, and data transfer phases) require a total median communication time of 14.6 s for both X-Nodes. The subsequent close payment channel phase and rating phase require a median time of 5.8 s for the car and 2.1 s for the RSU. Because both phases do not rely on DSRC, all data sets were successfully traded in all 42 data trading sessions. Assuming a point-symmetric DSRC distance between both X-Nodes and a total DSRC range of 280 m, X-Nodes have a DSRC time of 28.8 s to exchange messages in a VANET, allowing X-Nodes to trade more than three data sets.

4.2. Data Trading Cost

The data trading costs are related to communication and electric power consumption. The DSRC via the IEEE 802.11p protocol charges no service fees. Communication costs are only caused by long-range communication (see Section 3.1) between X-Nodes and the IOTA Tangle. During the viability assessment, we measured the data traffic (i.e., data up- and download) between X-Nodes and the IOTA Tangle for all data trading phases to determine the total communication cost of a single data trading session.

In the purchase decision phase (see Section 3.1.2), both X-Nodes downloaded 47 verifiable claims stored on two IOTA addresses. The costs for downloading data from the IOTA Tangle relate to the number of verifiable claims X-Nodes require to authenticate their data trading partner’s identity and reputation. The more verifiable claims that are required, the higher the communication costs will be. In the open payment channel and the close payment channel sub-phase, the data upload is primarily caused by the submission of bundles to the IOTA network, whereas the data download is caused by querying data (e.g., selected tips) about submitted bundles and the successful token deposition from the IOTA Tangle.

In each data trading session, each X-Node, on average downloaded 37.3 kB of data from and uploaded 62.5 kB of data to the IOTA Tangle (see Table 2). The total cost for using mobile wireless networks for the data transfer is approximately 0.00055€ for each data trading session. The costs are based on the business-to-customer prices for cellular broadband in the European Union in 2019 of 0.00277 €/MB$^{-1}$ for a median data volume of 5 GB [70]. The communication costs are independent of the amount of traded data between X-Nodes and pertain to the interactions of the X-Nodes with the IOTA Tangle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Trading Phases</th>
<th>Description of the Main Task in Each Phase</th>
<th>Download [kB]</th>
<th>Upload [kB]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purchase decision</td>
<td>Request and download of verifiable claims</td>
<td>10.90</td>
<td>5.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open payment channel *</td>
<td>Create multi-signature address</td>
<td>11.43</td>
<td>24.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data trade *</td>
<td>Ad hoc data exchange</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close payment channel *</td>
<td>Resolve multi-signature address</td>
<td>11.42</td>
<td>19.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating</td>
<td>Attesting the trading partner’s reputation claim</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>13.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total data traffic per X-Node</td>
<td></td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Part of the exchange phase.

In addition to communication cost, we estimate the cost related to the electric power consumption of the used hardware modules (see Table 3). Considering the recent electricity price in Germany of 0.3 €/kW$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$ [71] for both X-Nodes, the median communication time of 20.2 s for each data trading session by the car and the maximum power consumption
of 18.4 W of all hardware modules used by the car, we determined electric power consumption related costs of 0.000031 € for the car. The costs related to the power consumption of cars with a combustion engine might vary from the current electricity price of stationary X-Nodes because energy can be generated by the cars. In our viability assessment, the RSU did not use a PoW accelerator and, thus, consumed less power than the car. The RSU's maximum power consumption was 15.3 W, causing a cost of 0.000023 € for electric power consumption for each data trading session. The median communication time for each data trading session for the RSU was 18.0 s. The time difference with the vehicle is mostly caused by the RSU not performing PoW operations for the final IOTA transaction bundle in the close payment channel sub-phase.

Considering costs related to communication and electric power consumption, the car has a data trading cost of 0.000581 €. The data trading cost related to low-value data (e.g., vehicular data) trades should be below 2% of the total data price [9]. On the basis of this ratio of data trading cost to data price, the car should offer three data sets for trading at a total price of at least 0.029 € to maintain the 2% cost-revenue ratio with costs of 0.000581 €. Thus, our system fulfills the demand from previous studies [72,73] of a low data trading cost to support the trade of low-value data (i.e., a value of a few micro-cents) between X-Nodes.

### Table 3. Electric power consumption of different hardware modules used by the car in Watts [W].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computing unit</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-range communication module</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPGA-based PoW accelerator</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-range communication module</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Comparison with Related Work

Prior studies on data trading in dynamic environments, such as road traffic, highlighted the importance of trust of X-Node controllers in data trading and investigated the feasibility of implementing payments for data trading (e.g., [5,9]). To increase trust in data trading, existing research presents different authentication systems (e.g., [74]) and reputation management systems (e.g., [75]).

Existing research (e.g., [74,76–78]) on decentralized identity management investigated the use of DLT for the mutual authentication of X-Nodes and controlling their identifying information. Previous work (e.g., [74,76]) on the authentication of X-Nodes used permissioned distributed ledgers and smart contracts (i.e., agreements that are formalized in program code and deployed to the distributed ledger). Other studies (e.g., [77,78]) present concepts related to self-sovereign identities, where users can manage data related to their identities on a distributed ledger. Our work differs from prior studies as X-Nodes store identifying information on a public-permissionless distributed ledger. The authentication system implemented in this work is completely open and decentralized. To decrease data trading costs (e.g., gas consumption in Ethereum) and the required communication time (e.g., contract execution time) [9], our authentication system does not use smart contracts, unlike other systems [79,80].

Previous works on reputation management systems suggest two approaches for the assessment of ratings of X-Nodes: first, the inclusion of only nearby vehicles (e.g., [75]); second, the integration of a central authority (e.g., [81]). The first approach (e.g., [75]) limits the number of verifiable claims to be included in the reputation assessment to only those of nearby X-Nodes. The inclusion of only nearby X-Nodes in the reputation assessment can decrease the reliability of reputation assessments. The second approach engages a central authority (e.g., governmental transportation authority) to manage identifying information. A central authority represents a single point of failure (e.g., favoring a fake reputation
by a compromised central authority), makes the reputation management system more prone to censorship, and creates dependencies of X-Nodes on a third party. To overcome the drawbacks of existing approaches, we propose a flexible reputation management system that can increase the reliability of reputation assessments by avoiding a central authority. Moreover, the presented reputation management system is compatible with several reputation models (e.g., direct experiences or witness information models [82]).

Gathering information about X-Node identities or reputations is computationally expensive [83]. In our work, X-Nodes authenticate each other using verifiable claims issued by known X-Nodes. This way, the proposed system minimizes the computational workload for the mutual authentication of X-Nodes. Our work advances existing knowledge by showing the feasibility of the proposed system for X-Node authentication in VANETs.

Simulations of data trading systems using VANETs and DLT (e.g., [23,24]) show that the confirmation latency of blockchains (see Section 2.2) hinders traffic applications from benefitting from data trading systems. For example, the median time (e.g., a few minutes) for a transaction with miner fees to be included in a mined block and added to the permissionless distributed ledger is too high for many VANET application scenarios (e.g., platooning), where data needs to be exchanged within seconds [23]. To overcome the limited transaction throughput of blockchains, several works rely on payment channels instead of directly interacting with the distributed ledger for each transaction (e.g., [72,73]).

A comparative study [72] on transaction fees in payment channels shows that transaction fees vary from 0.1€ in Ethereum’s Raiden network to 0.32€ in Bitcoin’s Lightning network with a respective transaction confirmation latency of 76 s and 1.200 s. Accordingly, the payment channels used in these studies [72,73] are too expensive for trading low-value data. Our work revealed that transaction costs for micropayments using the IOTA Tangle are mainly caused by computational resource consumption (e.g., the energy required for PoW operations) instead of transaction fees. Our work shows that open data trading using a DLT-based payment service is economically feasible and the viability assessment complements existing knowledge by quantifying a lower boundary for the prices of data sold in open trading systems.

Our work advances simulation-based findings on data trading in VANETs by providing empirical insights into the system behavior under real-world conditions. Our viability assessment revealed that open data trading between X-Nodes is feasible and cost affordable. We found that the communication costs are mainly related to the use of payment channels and, thus, are independent of the traded data.

Despite valuable contributions for individual subsystems of an open system for data trading, only a few studies allow for conclusions regarding the combined use of DLT and VANETs for data trading between X-Nodes (e.g., [5,84]). Existing research mainly approached the challenge of limited communication time in VANETs using simulations (e.g., [85]). Simulations build on simplified models for real-world scenarios and may not reflect the actual system behavior [86]. For example, VANET models for simulations simplify complex signal interferences and, thus, do not represent real-world conditions [69].

6. Conclusions

In this work, we present an open data trading system based on VANETs and DLT for dynamic environments, such as road traffic. The data trading system comprises services for the authentication of X-Nodes and data payments, and it supports the suggestion of the reliability of data trades in advance through a reputation management system. We implemented the open data trading system to assess its viability, quantify the constraints caused by the limited communication time in VANETs, and estimate the cost for open data trades. Our results show that open data trading is technically feasible and indicate a lower boundary for data prices.

The exchange of payment messages consumes a large portion of the communication time between X-Nodes in VANETs. Future research should focus on the development of more lightweight payment channels to address the issue of constrained payload size per
message (i.e., CAMs) in VANETs. For example, different data compression techniques should be investigated to find a Pareto optimum between the reduction of data transmission time because of the reduced message payload size and the required processing time to (de-)compress transmitted messages. In addition, future work should focus on how to predict the available data transmission time to determine in advance the number of individual data sets that can be traded between mobile X-Nodes during a single data trading session. We suggest using a link prediction algorithm [5] at the beginning of each trading session to predict the required data transmission time for DSRC considering the X-Node’s route information, speed, traffic density, and DSRC signal strength.

Our calculation of the cost of data trading considers costs for consumed electricity and the internet connection. We did not perform a total cost of ownership, so the price of data trading in production operation of open data trading systems may be higher than calculated here. Future research should investigate the total cost of ownership to further specify the cost per data trade. In addition, more research needs to be conducted to investigate what type of data is perceived as sufficiently valuable for purchase at a price that is higher than the cost of data trading and how to optimize price formulation, for instance, using auction-based game theoretical approaches [87].

In the proposed data trading system, each data trade encompasses two phases (i.e., a purchase decision phase and exchange phase) that take a certain fraction of the available direct communication time in the VANET. In the viability assessment, we neglected computational overhead caused by negotiations between X-Nodes regarding the price of a data set prior to its transmission. We only considered the data trading system using a basic reputation model, which can be improved as explained in existing research (e.g., [82]). Nonetheless, the price negotiation and the reputation model affect the available time for the exchange phase, in which payment transactions and data are transferred between X-Nodes. To extend the available time for the exchange phase to favor data transmission (e.g., to transmit more data sets), the available time for the purchase decision phase could be shortened (e.g., by reducing the number of downloaded verifiable claims). Shortening the time for the purchase decision phase is likely to decrease the reliability of X-Node identities and reputations and vice versa. This trade-off between the degree of reliability of X-Node identity and reputation and the amount of transmittable data between X-Nodes represents a sociotechnical challenge that determines X-Node controllers’ (e.g., car drivers) degrees of trust in the identity claimed and data offered by individual X-Nodes. The more reliable an X-Node appears (e.g., based on verifiable claims), the higher an X-Node controller’s trust toward that X-Node will be but the less data that can be transmitted in the exchange phase and vice versa. This interdependence represents a trade-off between the utility of the data trading system (i.e., the amount of data that can be transferred between X-Nodes) and adoption (i.e., the trust X-Node controllers have toward other X-Nodes). The identification of an equilibrium in this trade-off between X-Node controller trust and the utility of a data trading system should be addressed in future research to unfold the potentials of open data trading.
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